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DC COMIC SETS

DC COMICS SET (43) [SEP19] - This set contains the following 43 titles at an extra reduced price:

- **Batman** #83
- **Batman Beyond** #38
- **Batman Giant** #2
- **Batman vs. Ra’s Al Ghul** #4
- **Batman: Universe** #5
- **Batman: White Knight Presents - Von Freeze** #1
- **Batman’s Grave** #2
- **Birds of Prey** #2
- **Crisis on Infinite Earths Giant** #1
- **DC War Giant** #1
- **Detective Comics** #1016
- **Dial H for Hero** #9
- **Event Leviathan** #6
- **Flash** #83
- **Flash Forward** #3
- **Freedom Fighters** #11
- **gen:Lock** #1
- **Gotham City Monsters** #3
- **Green Lantern: Blackstars** #1
- **Harley Quinn & Poison Ivy** #3
- **He Man and the Masters of the Multiverse** #1
- **Infected: King Shazam!** #1
- **Infected: Scarab** #1
- **Inferior Five** #3
- **Justice League** #36
- **Legion of Super-Heroes** #1
- **Lois Lane** #5
- **Looney Tunes** #252
- **Martian Manhunter** #10
- **Metal Men** #2
- **RWBY** #2
- **Superman: Up in the Sky** #5
- **Superman's Pal Jimmy Olsen** #5
- **Swamp Thing Giant** #2
- **Tales from the Dark Multiverse: Blackest Night** #1
- **Tales from the Dark Multiverse: Infinite Crisis** #1
- **Titans: Burning Rage** #4
- **Wonder Twins** #9
- **Wonder Woman** #83
- **Wonder Woman Giant** #2
- **Wonder Woman: Come Back to Me** #5
- **Young Justice** #10

Total: $112.37 [S1909005]

BATMAN SET (9) [SEP19] - This set contains the following 9 titles at an extra reduced price:

- **Batman** #83
- **Batman Beyond** #38
- **Batman Giant** #2
- **Batman vs. Ra’s Al Ghul** #4
- **Batman: Universe** #5
- **Batman: White Knight Presents - Von Freeze** #1
- **Batman’s Grave** #2
- **Detective Comics** #1016
- **Harley Quinn & Poison Ivy** #3

Total: $23.91 [S1909006]

SUPERMAN SET (3) [SEP19] - This set contains the following 3 titles at an extra reduced price:

- **Lois Lane** #5
- **Superman: Up in the Sky** #5
- **Superman’s Pal Jimmy Olsen** #5

Total: $7.77 [S1909007]

Martian Manhunter #10, Metal Men #2, RWBY #2, Superman: Up in the Sky #5, Superman’s Pal Jimmy Olsen #5, Swamp Thing Giant #2, Tales from the Dark Multiverse: Blackest Night #1, Tales from the Dark Multiverse: Infinite Crisis #1, Titans: Burning Rage #4, Wonder Twins #9, Wonder Woman #83, Wonder Woman Giant #2, Wonder Woman: Come Back to Me #5, and Young Justice #10. $112.37 [S1909005]

BATMAN SET (9) [SEP19] - This set contains the following 9 titles at an extra reduced price:

- **Batman** #83
- **Batman Beyond** #38
- **Batman Giant** #2
- **Batman vs. Ra’s Al Ghul** #4
- **Batman: Universe** #5
- **Batman: White Knight Presents - Von Freeze** #1
- **Batman’s Grave** #2
- **Detective Comics** #1016
- **Harley Quinn & Poison Ivy** #3

Total: $23.91 [S1909006]

SUPERMAN SET (3) [SEP19]. This set contains the following 3 titles at an extra reduced price:

- **Lois Lane** #5
- **Superman: Up in the Sky** #5
- **Superman’s Pal Jimmy Olsen** #5

Total: $7.77 [S1909007]

BATMAN #83. (King/Janin) It’s chapter nine of City of Bane, and it’s time for a reckoning in Gotham City. Thomas Wayne has joined forces with Bane, and that alliance threatens to throw a monkey wrench into Batman’s plans. And as Bane’s evil army begins to crumble, the Caped Crusader must face the real force behind it all. $3.19 [19090410] Francesco Mattina Card Stock cover $3.99 [19090411]
BATMAN BEYOND #38 - [Jurgens/Chen] After all these years, Derek Powers, long thought dead, returns. The lethal villain who now goes by the name Blight is back to terrorize Neo-Gotham while he hunts down Bruce Wayne. Lee Weeks cover. [19090412] Francis Manapul cover [19090413] $3.19 (each)

BATMAN GIANT #2 - Includes 24 pages of new stories plus classic reprints. 96 pg. $3.99 [19090414]

BATMAN VS. RA’S AL GHUL #4 - [of 6] (Adams) Deadman’s intervention into Chiaroscuro’s plot to keep Batman out of his home dimension bears unexpected fruit as she reveals a hidden connection. $3.19 [19090415] See the Batman Set for art

BATMAN UNIVERSE #5 - [of 6] (Bendis/Derington) After being gunned down in Crime Alley by Vandal Savage, Batman is mysteriously saved by the power source in the Fabergé egg Savage has stolen. Originally published in Batman Giant #1 and #2. $3.99 [19090416]

GREEN LANTERN: BLACKSTARS #1 - [of 3] (Grant Morrison/Xeranian) Following the catastrophic events of The Green Lantern #12, no Green Lanterns can be found patrolling their space sectors... and not a single power ring lights the darkness. Across the universe, once-familiar faces now wear a different uniform and enforce a new type of galactic law. The Green Lantern Corps is dead—long live the Blackstars. Liam Sharp cover. [19090435] Danick Robertson cover [19090436] $3.19 (each)

HE-MAN AND THE MASTERS OF THE MULTIVERSE #1 - [of 6] (Tim Seeley/Dan Fraga & Richard Friend) The scourge of Anti-Eternia is unleashed on the Multiverse. Blazing a trail across the dimensions, he’s devastating each version of Eternia and stealing its power. Now it’s up to a ragtag team of surviving He-Men to recruit the one man in existence who might save them: Prince Keldor, the man who would be Skeletor. Inhyuk Lee cover. [19090445] Dan Fraga cover [19090446] $3.19 (each)

THE INFLICTED: KING SHAZAM! #1 - [Sina Grace/Jonathan Maberry] Billy Batson is a good kid. But Billy is about to have a run-in with the most dangerous serial killer in existence, and the Batman Who Laughs wants Billy to be his One-shot. David Marquez cover. $3.19 [19090447]

THE INFECTED: SCARAB #3 - [Dennis Hopeless/Freddie E. Williams III] When Jaime Reyes is in trouble, a powerful scarab transforms him into a super hero. Now the most sinister evil this or any other world has ever seen has his sights set on turning Jaime... to total darkness... and the Batman Who Laughs always gets what he wants. One-shot. David Marquez cover. $3.19 [19090448]
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DOLLAR COMICS: BLACKEST NIGHT #1 - (Geoff Johns/Reis & Dillin) Reprinting the first issue of the bone-chilling miniseries. $0.99 [19090481]

DOLLAR COMICS: FLASHPOINT #1 - (Geoff Johns/Andy Kubert & Sandra Ho) Reprinting the first issue of the reality-twisting miniseries. $0.99 [19090462]

DOLLAR COMICS: INFINITE CRISIS #1 - (Geoff Johns/Phil Jimenez & Andy Lanning) Reprinting the first issue of the universe-shattering miniseries. Jim Lee & Sandra Ho cover. $0.80 [19090483]

DOLLAR COMICS: LOTHOR #1 - (Brian Azzarello/Lee Bermejo) Reprinting the first issue of the bone-chilling miniseries. Jim Lee & Sandra Ho cover. $0.98 [19090484]

DC BLACK LABEL

ABSOLUTE SWAMP THING BY ALAN MOORE VOL. 2 HC - (Alan Moore/Stephen Bissette, John Totleben & Palmiotti/Darick Robertson) The epic saga of Alex Luthor: Man of Steel #1.

DOROTHY & THE Wizard of Oz #1 - (Waid/Adams) Dorothy ...
**DC COMICS**

**BATMAN: LAST KNIGHT ON EARTH #3** [of 3] (Snyder/Capullo & Glapion) Gotham City has been remade. Omega reigns supreme. Can Batman finally accomplish what no other hero has and free the world from his dark reflection’s shadow? Prestige Format. 48 pg. [19090488] Rafael Albuquerque cover [19090489] $4.79 (each)

**BOOKS OF MAGIC #14** (Howard & Spurrier/Fowler) John Constantine is loose in our world again—and unfortunately for Tim Hunter, he’s convinced the only way for the human race to survive is if Tim is taken off the board. But from where Tim’s standing, he’s the only one with the power to save us all. Kai Carpenter cover. $3.19 [19090491]

**DIAL H FOR HERO VOL. 1: ENTER THE HEROVERSE TPB - FC.** (Sam Humphries/Joe Quimiones) What would you do if you could become any superhero for just an hour? The Watcher? Who you become is absolutely random. Teenage Miguel Montez discovers the long-lost H-Dial, an ancient and unbelievably powerful rotary phone that gives its users (seemingly) random superpowers for one hour. With evil factions desperate to get their hands on its power, Miguel steals the only mode of transportation he can—his uncle’s food truck. Collects Dial H For Hero #1-6. 160 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $13.59 [19090493]

**THE DOLLHOUSE FAMILY #1 - [of 6]** (Mike Carey/Peter Gross & Vince Locke) On Alice’s sixth birthday, her dying great-aunt sends her a birthday gift; she didn’t know she always wanted: a big, beautiful 19th-century dollhouse, complete with a family of antique dolls. Soon, young Alice learns to visit a new group of friends, straight out of a heartwarming children’s novel: the Dollhouse family. But while the Dollhouse family welcome her with open arms, in the real world, her family life is becoming more and more complicated... Plus, in chapter two of the Sea Dogs backup story by Joe Hill and Dan McDaid, sphympster Benjamin Tallmadge’s monstrous scheme is underway as his coerced crew of bloodthirsty colonial lycanthropes prepare to gut the Royal Navy from within. Jessica Dalva cover. $3.19 [19090494] Shawn Martinbrough cover [19090495] $6.39 (each)

**DOOM PATROL: WEIGHT OF THE WORLDS #5** (O’connor & Conrad/Champion) Clark is a comic book fan just like you, and his favorite title is Doom Patrol. But Clark’s fandom is put to the test when he literally falls into the reality of the world’s weirdest superheroes. $3.19 [19090496]

**THE QUESTION: THE DEATHS OF VIC SAGE #1 - [of 4]** (Jeff Lemire/Denys Cowan & Bill Sienkiewicz) For years, Vic Sage has worn the faceless mask of the Question to clean up the streets of Hub City by sheer force of will. But when what happens when he is drawn into a conspiracy that reaches from the heights of Hub City power to the underbelly of the city? Prestige Format. 48 pg. [8.5x10.875] [19090501] Steven Sejic Variant cover [19090502] $6.39 (each)

**JOHN CONSTANTINE: HELLBLAZER #1** (Spurrier/ Aaron Campbell) John Constantine is back in London, back to his usual tricks—and just in time, as things have become very dark indeed in his old stomping grounds. A small-time gang lord has found himself dealing with a big-time outbreak of supernatural weirdness...and without any allies to call on and nothing left to call his own, John doesn’t have much choice about taking a paycheck from one of London’s worst. John Paul Leon cover [19090503] $3.19 (each)

**JOKER/HARLEY QUINN: CRIMINAL SANITY #2** [of 9] (Garcia/Mayhew & Suayan) Jim Gordon and the GCPD have turned to perform Harley Quinn for assistance. She’s intrigued by the level of care and detail this new, depraved serial killer is putting into his crime scenes; there must be clues to his past and his artful staging. Prestige Format. Francesco Mattina cover. 40 pg. [8.5x10.875] [19090504] Mike Mayhew cover [19090505] $4.79 (each)

**THE LAST GOD #2** - (Johnson/Federici) As the horrifying last of the Last God descend upon the city of Tyrgolad, our intrepid heroes—Queen Sojourner “Jo” Mufflin has been protecting the City Enduring, a massive metropolis of 20 billion people. The city has maintained peace for over 500 years by stripping its citizens of their ability to feel. As violent, violent crime is virtually unheard of, and murder is nonexistent. But that’s about to change. [19090488] Shawn Martinbrough cover [19090489] Jamie McKelve cover [19090506] $3.19 (each)

**GREEN LANTERN: LEGACY TPB - FC.** [Mim Lef/Andie Tong] Twelve-year-old Tai Pham lives in the apartment above his grandmother’s store, where his bedroom is crammed with sketchpads and comic books. But not even his most imaginative drawings could compare to the colorful adventure he’s about to embark on. When Tai inherits his grandmother’s jade ring, he soon finds out it’s more than it appears. Suddenly he’s being inducted into a group of space cops known as the Green Lanterns. 144 pg. [5.5x8] Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $7.99 [19005512]

**DIANA, PRINCESS OF THE AMAZONS TPB - FC.** (Shannon Hale & Dean Hale/ Victoria Ying) Eleven-year-old Diana leads an idyllic life on the island of Themyscira. Cut off from the rest of the world, she’s beginning to feel a little alone. Though she has a loving mother and many “aunties,” she is an only child. In fact, she’s the only child on the entire island. After an escape gone wrong, Diana gets in trouble for not living up to the Amazonian standard. What Diana needs is a friend; someone her own age whom she can talk to. 144 pg. [5.5x8] Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $13.59 [19090514]

**AQUAMAN VOL. 1: UNSPOKEN WATER TPB - FC.** (Kelly Sue DeConnick/Robson Rocha & Daniel Henrique) In the wake of Drowned Earth, an amnesiac Arthur Curry washes ashore on a remote island and ends up being cared for by a young woman named Caille, who’s just a little too curious for comfort. Collects Aquaman #43-47, 152 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $14.39 [19090515]

**AQUAMAN VOL. 2: AMNESY HC - FC.** (Kelly Sue DeConnick/Robson Rocha & Viktor Bogdanovic) Arthur Curry discovers more of his true nature and his connection to the seas. Once he regains his memories and uncovers the shocking truth of how he lost them, which home will he return to—the land or the sea? Collects Aquaman #48-53 and Annual #2. 218 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $23.99 [19090516]

**DC COLLECTED EDITIONS & ANS**

**BATGIRL VOL. 6: OLD ENEMIES TPB** - FC. (Kelly Sue Deconnick/Robson Rocha & Elena Casagrande) Barbara Gordon volunteers for campaign for an up-and-coming reformer candidate who wants to take on the GCPD. That puts Barbara in a tough spot against her father—police commissioner James Gordon. Collects Batgirl #30-36. Emanuela Lupacchino cover. 168 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $13.59 [19005517]
to arrive in Jan. $15.99 [19090522]

Anderson cover. 48 pg. (10.5x15.125) Scheduled to arrive in Feb.

This is the story of Jordan’s triumphant return to the DC Universe as well as the reintroduction of the Green Lantern Corps. Collects: Green Lantern: Rebirth #1-16 plus Green Lantern Secret Files #1. 224 pg. (7x10.8) Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $31.99 [19090524]

The GREEN LANTERN VOLUME 1: THE DAY THE STARS FELL HC - PF (Geoff Johns, Brian Vorderbruegge, Darwyn Cooke & Others) Hal Jordan has always believed in upholding the law. But after recent events he may be forced to break his own code in order to protect the universe. Collects: Green Lantern #7-12 and Annual #1. 208 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $23.99 [19090526]


SWAMP THING: THE BRONZE AGE VOL 2 TPB - (Steve Englehart, Michael Gaydos) Collects the story of the swamp long before it was DC Comics’ premier series. Collects: Swamp Thing #1-6. 240 pg. (7x10.8) Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $39.99 [19090537]

Super Friends/Saturday Morning Comics Vol. 1 HC - (E. Nelson Bridwell & Others/Ralph Rayner & Others) In these stories, the Justice League of America battles enemies of the Man of Steel, the Mole Man, and more. Collects: Super Friends #1-26. the Super Friends features are Limited Collectors’ Edition HC #1-46. and limited edition special: the ultra-rare Aquamen Meet the Super Friends #1. Alex Toth cover. 520 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $39.99 [19090534]

SUPERFRIENDS/SATURDAY MORNING COMICS VOL. 1 HC - (E. Nelson Bridwell & Others/Ralph Rayner & Others) In these stories, the Justice League of America battles enemies of the Man of Steel, the Mole Man, and more. Collects: Super Friends #1-26. the Super Friends features are Limited Collectors’ Edition HC #1-46. and limited edition special: the ultra-rare Aquamen Meet the Super Friends #1. Alex Toth cover. 520 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $39.99 [19090534]

Hawkman: Deathbringer TPB - (Robert Venditti/Bryan Hitch & Others) As Hawkman struggles to protect London from the devastations of a new threat, the answer he seeks resides in his past—his firends—the only question is, which one? Collects: Hawkman #12-14. 128 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $13.59 [19090528]

INJUSTICE 2 VOL 6 TPB - (Tom Taylor/ David Friedman, RonnieThunderbolt Stimpson, Al Barrionuevo & Others) The Red Lanterns, backed by the power of Sinestro, wage an all-out assault on the Earth and the source of the Green Lanterns’ power. But help is on the way in the form of the Titans, Blue Beetle, and Booster Gold. Collects issues #1-36 and Annual #2. 184 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $13.59 [19090525]

SUPERFRIENDS/SATURDAY MORNING COMICS VOL. 1 HC - (E. Nelson Bridwell & Others/Ralph Rayner & Others) In these stories, the Justice League of America battles enemies of the Man of Steel, the Mole Man, and more. Collects: Super Friends #1-26. the Super Friends features are Limited Collectors’ Edition HC #1-46. and limited edition special: the ultra-rare Aquamen Meet the Super Friends #1. Alex Toth cover. 520 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $39.99 [19090534]

SUPERFRIENDS/SATURDAY MORNING COMICS VOL. 1 HC - (E. Nelson Bridwell & Others/Ralph Rayner & Others) In these stories, the Justice League of America battles enemies of the Man of Steel, the Mole Man, and more. Collects: Super Friends #1-26. the Super Friends features are Limited Collectors’ Edition HC #1-46. and limited edition special: the ultra-rare Aquamen Meet the Super Friends #1. Alex Toth cover. 520 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $39.99 [19090534]

Watchmen Companion HC - (DC Comics) The Watchmen Companion HC is an indispensable guide to the seminal graphic novel of the modern age. This volume also features the Watchmen Sourcebook released in 1990 as part of the DC Heroes role-playing game—sanctioned by Alan Moore, including illustrations by artist Dave Gibbons. This volume also features the Watchmen Sourcebook released in 1990 as part of the DC Heroes role-playing game—sanctioned by Alan Moore, including illustrations by artist Dave Gibbons. This volume also features the Watchmen Sourcebook released in 1990 as part of the DC Heroes role-playing game—sanctioned by Alan Moore, including illustrations by artist Dave Gibbons. This volume also features the Watchmen Sourcebook released in 1990 as part of the DC Heroes role-playing game—sanctioned by Alan Moore, including illustrations by artist Dave Gibbons. This volume also features the Watchmen Sourcebook released in 1990 as part of the DC Heroes role-playing game—sanctioned by Alan Moore, including illustrations by artist Dave Gibbons. This volume also features the Watchmen Sourcebook released in 1990 as part of the DC Heroes role-playing game—sanctioned by Alan Moore, including illustrations by artist Dave Gibbons. This volume also features the Watchmen Sourcebook released in 1990 as part of the DC Heroes role-playing game—sanctioned by Alan Moore, including illustrations by artist Dave Gibbons. This volume also features the Watchmen Sourcebook released in 1990 as part of the DC Heroes role-playing game—sanctioned by Alan Moore, including illustrations by artist Dave Gibbons. This volume also features the Watchmen Sourcebook released in 1990 as part of the DC Heroes role-playing game—sanctioned by Alan Moore, including illustrations by artist Dave Gibbons. This volume also features the Watchmen Sourcebook released in 1990 as part of the DC Heroes role-playing game—sanctioned by Alan Moore, including illustrations by artist Dave Gibbons. This volume also features the Watchmen Sourcebook released in 1990 as part of the DC Heroes role-playing game—sanctioned by Alan Moore, including illustrations by artist Dave Gibbons. This volume also features the Watchmen Sourcebook released in 1990 as part of the DC Heroes role-playing game—sanctioned by Alan Moore, including illustrations by artist Dave Gibbons. This volume also features the Watchmen Sourcebook released in 1990 as part of the DC Heroes role-play...
**DC COMICS COLLECTIBLES**

**BATMAN: THE ADVENTURES CONTINUE: AZRAEL ACTION FIGURE** - 6" tail. Allocations may occur. Final products may differ from images shown. Scheduled to arrive in Apr. $24.00[19090544]

**BATMAN: THE ADVENTURES CONTINUE: RED HOOD ACTION FIGURE** - The 6" figure comes with two heads: one shredded in the eponymous red hood and one as umasked Jason Todd. Allocations may occur. Final products may differ from images shown. Scheduled to arrive in Apr. $24.00[19090545]

**BATMAN THE ANIMATED SERIES GALLERY PVC STATUE: BATMAN (VERSION 2)** - This 10" sculpture is made of high-grade PVC. Designed by Barry Bradfield. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $39.99[19090546]

**DC BRAVE AND BOLD: FEMALE DC SUPER HEROES TAKE ON UNIVERSE HC** - FC. (Sam Maggs/Various) More than 50 characters will encourage young girls to be courageous and compassionate. Shining a spotlight on diverse Super Heroes such as Bumblebee, Mera, Batgirl, Hawkgirl and The Flash of China, this is a one-of-a-kind book that will delight young DC fans. 128 pg. (Bd) Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $13.99[19090548]

**DC BRAVE AND BOLD: RED SON BATMAN COWL** - Sculpted by Joe Menna. A 1:2 scale replica of Batman's headgear as it appeared in Superman: Red Son #1. Limited to 5,000 pieces and individually numbered. Statue measures approximately 9" tail. Allocations may occur. Final products may differ from images shown. Scheduled to arrive in Apr. $79.20[19090554]

**DC COMICS BISHOUJO STATUE: SHAZAM FAMILY - MARY** - Based on a stylized rendering by Bishoujo illustrator Shunya Yamashita. Scheduled to arrive in Feb. $87.60[AC000965]

**DC COMICS GALLERY PVC STATUE: BLACK MANTA** - 9-inch sculpture features detailed sculpting by Rocco Tartamella based on a design by Mark Wong. Scheduled to arrive in May. $39.99[19090549]


**DC COMICS GALLERY PVC STATUE: GREEN LANTERN** - Measures 10 inches tall, this PVC sculpture features detailed sculpting by Joe Menna based on a design by Joe Allard. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $39.99[19090551]

**DC COMIC HITCH PLUG: SUPERMAN** - DC HEROES HITCH PLUG: SUPERMAN LOGO (GRAY) - Decorate your trailer hitch with this Superman hitch plug. $19.99[19090556]

**DC HEROES PLAYING CARDS** - Choose from Batman Villains[19090560] or Retro Batman[19090561] decks. $4.79

**DC PX NEO FLEXFIT** - Based on a design by Mark Wong. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $22.39[19090562]

**DC SUPER HERO GIRLS: FIERCE COMPETITION** - FC. (Erica David/Random House) When an athletic competition with the school's super-villains gets way out of hand, young Wonder Woman, Supergirl, and Batgirl team up with a few of their fellow super-powered students to save the day after the school bell rings. 144 pg. (Bd) Relist. Previous orders are cancelled. $6.53[19090563]

**DC TOON TUMBLERS PINT GLASS: MIKE RAYBURN** - Holds 16oz. of liquid. $8.79

**DC WOMEN OF ACTION HC** - (Shea Fontana/Various) For decades, super-heroes have inspired us to reach new heights, find strength in adversity, and access our inner power. This gorgeously illustrated collection tracks this progress, profiling the fiercest, strongest, and most independent female super-heroes and super-villains in the DC Universe, along with the real-life women integral to their development. 160 pg. $24.00[19090570]

**INJUSTICE 2 FIGURE: BATMAN (ENHANCED VERSION) (1/18 SCALE)** - Stand about 3¼" tall. Scheduled to arrive in Feb. $15.99[AC000952]

**OVERSTREET PRICE GUIDE TO BATMAN SC** - FC. (Robert M. Overstreet & Various) The team behind The Overstreet Comic Book Price Guide brings you a detailed looking at the collectibles, Batman's key adventures, the creators behind them. 416 pg. (7x10) $24.00[19090570]

**SCOBY-DOO MUG: MYSTERY MACHINE** - Sishwasher and microwave safe. Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $16.00[19090572]

**SUPERGIRL NOVEL VOL 02: CURSE OF ANCIENTS SC (YOUNG ADULT)** - B&W. (Jo Whittemore/Jillian Tamaki) Supergirl continues her mission to protect National City. 256 pg. (Bd) $7.19[19090573]

**SUPERGIRL T-SHIRT: METROPOLIS GYM** - Black cotton tee. $15.96[19090574]

**WONDER WOMAN: THE WAR OF THE GODS OMNIBUS HC** - FC. (George Pérez & Others) When Zeus and the gods of Olympus go to war with other deities from across the heavens, the heroes of the DC Universe are stuck in the middle. This new hardcover collects the entire War of the Gods event, including War of the Gods #1-4 and Wonder Woman #58-62. Superman: Man of Steel #8, Hawkworld #16 and #16, Starman #38, L.E.G.I.O.N. #131, Hawk and Dove #28, Captain Atom #56 and #57, Doctor Fate #32 and #33, Flash #55, Justice League Europe #31, Batman #470, Suicide Squad #58, The Demon #17, and The New Teen Titans #61-64. 760 pg. (7x10.8) Scheduled to arrive in May. $79.99[19090542]
BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER SEASON 11 LIBRARY VOL. 01 HC - FC. (Christos Gage & Nicholas Brendon/Rebeiah Isaacs & Various) Buffy and the Scoobies weren’t ready for this. When a tsunami and an enormous dragon devastate San Francisco, folks connected to the supernatural are blamed for causing the catastrophe and soon have restrictions placed on them in the name of safety. Collects *Buffy the Vampire Slayer Season 11* #1-12, along with bonus material. Scott Fischer cover. 304 pp. (Bx:12) Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $23.99 [19090578]

HEARTBEAT! #1 - [of 5] (Malia Llovet) Eva, a high school outcast, finds herself witness to a horrible secret: the most popular boy in school enjoys the taste of blood and will kill to get his hands on it. Horrified, she lets herself be pulled into the world. MT. $3.19 [19090623]

FOOLKORDS #1 - [of 5] (Matt Kindt/Matt Smith) In Ansell’s world of monsters and magic he’s haunted by visions of his own world with tailored suits and modern technology. Ansel embarks on his Quest to find the mysterious Foolkords, hoping to explain his visions... but looking for the Foolkords is punishable by death. Matt Smith cover [19090580] Duncan Fegredo cover [19090581] $3.19 (each)

MAGIANS #1 - [of 5] (Ulrich Sturges & Lev Grossman/Pius Bak) Long after Quentin Coldwater has graduated from Brakebills, Dean Fogg welcomes the first class in Brakebills history to include hedge magicians, who are known for being dangerous practitioners of unsanctioned magic. As these two student bodies clash to prove their superiority, everyone at Brakebills is forced to take a side. MT. Ostrina Khaliadis cover [19090592] Alexa Sharpe cover [19090593] $3.19 (each)

GHOSTED IN L.A. VOL. 01 SC (DISCOVER NOW EDITION) - FC. (Sima Grace/Siobhan Keenan) Rycroft Manor may be old. It may be abandoned. But Daphne Walters doesn’t care about any of that... it has a pool and the rent is free. New to LA, coming off of a bad breakup and having a pretty terrible week, Daphne might need to crash on this haunted couch for a while, but having undead roommates might be more than she bargained for. 96 pg. (7x10) $11.99 [19090626]

BLACK HAMMER/JUSTICE LEAGUE DUALE #1 (of 5) (Jabber Lewiner/Walshi) Colonel Weird and the Green Lantern must convince the Black Hammer crew to go back to their own dimension to save the multiverse- which means giving up more than some may be willing to give. Michael Walsh cover [19090667] Matt Kindt cover Crystal cover [19090668] Sandy Jarrell cover [19090669] Terry Dodson cover [19090670] $3.19 (each)

BLACK HAMMER 3 FOR $1 - FC. (Jeff Lemire/Wolfred Torres & David Rubin) This three-in-one anthology features the first issues of the original Black Hammer run, Sherlock Frankenstein, and Quantum Freight. The second issue includes the first chapter of a brand new story. Portland, Oregon native, Jeff Lemire is a critically acclaimed writer of comic books. $1 [19090611]

GRENDEL: DEVIL’S ODYSSEY #2 - [of 8] (Wagner) Searching the stars for a new home for mankind, Grendel Prime encounters a strange and primitive alien race. MT. $3.19 [19090622]


ALIENS: RESCUE SC - FC. (Brian Wood/ Kieran McKeown & JL Straw) Colonial Marines are the elite military fighters of the future. One hero has the chance to fight alongside Amanda Ripley and Zula Hendricks, who saved him from Xenomorphs so long ago. Collects issues #1-5 of the Witcher comic series House of Glass, Fox Children, Cure of Crows, and the Killing Monsters one-shot. 440 pg. (7x10) $19.99 [19090644]

BOOM! STUDIOS

DARK HORSE COMICS

ARCHAIA

BLACKHAMMER/Omegacomics cartoonists! With an original story by Donny Cates and art by Eric Canete, this one-shot set in the world of Black Hammer. $3.99 [19090708] Shawn Coss cover [19090709] Sandy Jarrell cover [19090710] $3.19 (each)

CRONE #1 - [of 5] (Dennis Culver/Justin Greenwood) The Sword Saviour and Champion of Men once known as Bloody Bliss is now nothing more than a reclusive old Crone. Does she have the strength to answer the call for one last adventure? $3.19 [19090614]

DISNEY FROZEN: TRUE TREASURE #1 - [of 3] (Joe Caramagna/Studio Kawaii & Edward Pienkowski) During a tribute to beloved King Agnarr and Queen Iduna of Arendelle, Elsa and Anna stumble upon some old boxes of their parents’ belongings. What they find inside sparks one of their youngest childhood memories. Studio Kawaii cover [19090615] Tommaso Renieri cover [19090616] $3.19 (each)

NEIL GAIMAN AMERICAN GODS: MOMENT OF STORM #7 (Gaiman/Russell & Various) Confronted by revelations about his past and future and determined to put a stop to the upcoming divine bloodbath, Shadow puts himself at the center of the battle. Glenn Fabry cover. MT. $3.19 [19090627]

NEIL GAIMAN AMERICAN GODS: CRIMES OF HATE #5 (Gabby Rivera/Royal Dunlap) b.b. free broadcasts her underground radio show from her remote swamp community, and she has no idea she’s actually the chosen one. It’s been over a hundred years since the Plague That Ate Greed wiped out half the population, and it’s the only world that b.b. has ever known. But when b.b. rebels against her overbearing father, she realizes that everything she believes in could be a lie. Royal Dunlap cover [19090595] Busto cover [19090596] $3.19 (each)

WITCHER OMNIBUS VOL. 01 SC - FC. (Aleksandra Motyka/Marianna Strychowska) Featuring story art by Joe Querio, Piotr Kowalski, and Max Bertholini, with a bonus sketchbook section. Collects issues #1-5 of the Witcher comic series House of Glass, Fox Children, Cure of Crows, and the Killing Monsters one-shot. 440 pg. (7x10) $19.99 [19090644]

WHAT’S MICHAEL VOL. 01: F A T C A T COLLECTION SC - B&W. (Makoto Koyabayashi) True-to-life daily cat scenarios and off-the-wall crazy feline fantasies combine in this epic manga collection. Contains the out-of-print original volumes 1 to 6. 520 pg. (6x9) Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $15.99 [19090643]

BOOM BOX

ROCKO’S MODERN AFTERLIFE VOL. 01 SC - FC. (Ryan Ferrier/Ian McGinty) Something is turning the good people of D-Town into mindless zombies and Rocko wants nothing to do with it. But desperate times calls for desperate measures when Rocko’s best friend Heffer becomes infected. Collects the complete 4-issue series. Jorge Monlongo cover. 112 pg. (7x10) Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $11.99 [19090602]

KABOOM!

DARk HORSE COMICs

FIND THESE AND MANY MORE DARk HORSE COMICs TITLES AT WWW.WESTFIELDCOMICS.COM/SECTION-CATALOG-SEP19-DARK-HORSE

FIND THESE AND MANY MORE BOOM! STUDIOS TITLES AT WWW.WESTFIELDCOMICS.COM/SECTION-CATALOG-SEP19-BOOM